The theory of holographic algorithms introduced by Valiant represents a novel approach to achieving polynomial-time algorithms for seemingly intractable counting problems via a reduction to counting planar perfect matchings and a linear change of basis. Two fundamental parameters in holographic algorithms are the domain size and the basis size. Roughly, the domain size is the range of colors involved in the counting problem at hand (e.g. counting graph kcolorings is a problem over domain size k), while the basis size captures the dimensionality of the representation of those colors. A major open problem has been: for a given k, what is the smallest for which any holographic algorithm for a problem over domain size k "collapses to" (can be simulated by) a holographic algorithm with basis size ? Cai and Lu showed in 2008 that over domain size 2, basis size 1 suffices, opening the door to an extensive line of work on the structural theory of holographic algorithms over the Boolean domain. Cai and Fu later showed for signatures of full rank that over domain sizes 3 and 4, basis sizes 1 and 2, respectively, suffice, and they conjectured that over domain size k there is a collapse to basis size log 2 k . In this work, we resolve this conjecture in the affirmative for signatures of full rank for all k.
INTRODUCTION 1.1 Matchgates and Holographic Algorithms
In [15, 16] , Valiant introduced the notion of matchgate computation as a method for classically simulating certain quantum gates in polynomial time and asked whether matchgates could be used to derive other polynomial-time algorithms. Given a counting problem, one might hope that its local combinatorial constraints can be encoded by graph fragments so that there exists a bijection between the number of solutions to that counting problem and the number of perfect matchings of an amalgamation Ω of those graph fragments. The celebrated Fisher-Kasteleyn-Temperley algorithm [12, 14] then computes the latter in polynomial time if Ω is planar.
The drawback of the above approach is that if one seeks a one-to-one reduction to counting perfect matchings in a planar graph, a matchgate-based solution might not necesssarily exist because the range of encodable local constraints is too limited. Valiant's insight in [17, 18] was to extend this range by looking instead for a many-to-many reduction. In his new framework, multiple strands of computation get combined in a "holographic" mixture with exponential, custom-built cancellations specified by a choice of basis vectors to produce the final answer. With this change-of-basis approach, Valiant [17, 18, 19, 20] found polynomial-time solutions to a number of counting problems, minor variants of which are known to be intractable, and noted that the only criterion for their existence was the solvability of certain finite systems of polynomial equations. As a notable example, whereas counting the number of satisfying assignments to planar, read-twice, monotone 3-CNFs is #P-complete and even the same problem modulo 2 is NP-hard under randomized reductions, the same problem modulo 7, known as #7Pl-Rtw-Mon-3CNF, has a polynomial-time holographic solution [17] .
Given the dearth of strong unconditional circuit lower bounds to support the prevailing belief that P = NP, we might question whether our current inability to produce polynomial-time solutions to NP-complete problems is sufficient to justify such a belief. After all, it would also have justified the belief that #7Pl-Rtw-Mon-3CNF is intractable. This suggests that to arrive upon the desired separation of P and NP, we need a better understanding of the possibilities of polynomial-time computation. For this reason, determining the ultimate capabilities of holographic algorithms appears to be a crucial step.
To this end, one major direction has been to study the kinds of local constraints that matchgates can encode. Cai Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. and his collaborators initiated a systematic study of the structural theory of holographic algorithms over the Boolean domain [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , compiling what amounts to a catalogue of such constructions that turns the process of finding basic holographic reductions into something essentially algorithmic. For example, as a corollary to their results in [7] , they noted that the modulus 7 appears in #7Pl-Rtw-Mon-3CNF because it is a Mersenne prime and that more generally, there is a polynomial-time holographic algorithm for # 2 k −1 Pl-Rtw-Mon-kCNF.
Basis Collapse Theorems
Another direction of study concerns better understanding the power afforded by the change of basis, specifically the relationship between two important parameters of holographic algorithms: the dimension and number of basis vectors. Because holographic algorithms reduce counting problems to counting perfect matchings, the dimension of the k basis vectors specifying the abovementioned "holographic mixture" must be of the form 2 . We say that is the basis size and k is the domain size. The domain size should be interpreted as the range over which variables in the counting problem can take values, so for instance, problems related to counting certain k-colorings in a graph are problems over domain size k. The basis size should then be interpreted roughly as the number of bits needed to encode each of these k colors.
The first holographic algorithms studied were on domain size 2, dealing with counting problems involving matchings, 2-colorings, graph bipartitions, and Boolean satisfying assignments, and used bases of size 1. The original holographic algorithm for #7Pl-Rtw-Mon-3CNF was the first to use a basis of size 2, and at the time it may have been tempting to believe that increasing basis size adds power to the holographic approach. In [8] , Cai and Lu showed to the contrary that on domain size 2, any nontrivial holographic algorithm with basis of size ≥ 2 can be simulated by one with basis of size 1. In other words, for all , the class of domain size 2 problems solvable with basis size collapses to the class solvable with basis size 1.
In [5] , Cai and Fu further showed that holographic algorithms on domain sizes 3 and 4 using at least one full-rank signature collapse to basis sizes 1 and 2 respectively. They conjectured that for domain size k, we get a collapse to basis size log 2 k and suggested a heuristic explanation that for domain size k = 2 K , we only need log 2 k bits to encode each of the k colors.
Our Results and Techniques
We prove Cai and Fu's conjecture in the affirmative for all domain sizes. Theorem 1.1. Any holographic algorithm on domain size k using at least one matchgate with signature of rank k can be simulated by a holographic algorithm with basis size log 2 k .
As Cai and Fu noted in [5] , their "information-theoretic" explanation for the collapse theorems on domain sizes up to 4 is insufficient to explain why holographic algorithms on domain size 3 collapse to basis size 1 and not just 2.
To prove their collapse theorem on domain size 3, Cai and Fu actually showed that the bases of holographic algorithms on domain size 3 which use at least one full-rank signature must be of rank 2 rather than 3. They then invoked the main result of Fu and Yang [11] which reduces holographic algorithms on domain size k with bases of rank 2 to ones on domain size 2.
Our key observation is that this phenomenon occurs at a much larger scale. As a bit of informal background, the standard signature of a matchgate G is a vector encoding the perfect matching properties of G. By indexing appropriately, we can regard the standard signature as a matrix Γ. The entries of this matrix are known [6] to satisfy a collection of quadratic polynomial identities called the Matchgate Identities (MGIs), and by using these identities together with some multilinear algebra, we prove the following: Theorem 1.2 (Rank Rigidity). The rank of the standard signature matrix Γ is always a power of two.
We can then conclude that the basis of a nontrivial holographic algorithm on domain size k must be of rank 2 , where is the largest integer for which 2 ≤ k. With this step, together with a generalization of Fu and Yang's result to bases of rank k, we show it is enough to prove a collapse theorem for holographic algorithms on domain sizes that are powers of two. Cai and Fu [5] achieved such a collapse theorem for domain size 4 by proving that 1) any standard signature of rank 4 contains a full-rank 4 × 4 submatrix whose entries have indices are "close" in Hamming distance, 2) fullrank 4 × 2 2n−2 standard signatures have right inverses that are also standard signatures.
For 1), the proof in [5] used algebraic techniques involving the matchgate identities, but these methods seem to work only for domain size 4. We instead show that the required generalization of 1) to arbitrary domain sizes almost trivially follows from the rank rigidity theorem and the MGIs. Roughly, we prove the following: Theorem 1.3 (Cluster Existence -informal). If Γ is a 2 × 2 (n−1) matrix of rank at least k realizable as the standard signature of some matchgate, then there exists a 2 log 2 k × 2 log 2 k submatrix of full rank in Γ whose column (resp. row) indices differ in at most log 2 k bits.
For 2), the proof in [5] nonconstructively verifies that the set of all invertible 4 × 4 matrices satisfying the matchgate identities up to sign forms a group under multiplication. 4 × 4 matrices are easy to handle because there is only one nontrivial MGI in this case. Rather than generalizing this approach, we note that Li and Xia [13] proved a very similar but more general result under a different framework of matchgate computation known as character theory, showing that the set of all invertible 2 K × 2 K matrices realizable as matchgate characters forms a group under multiplication for all K. It turns out their technique carries over with minor modifications into the framework of signature theory that we consider, and we use it to show the following: Theorem 1.4 (Group Property -informal). If G is a generator matchgate with 2 K × 2 (n−1)K standard signature G of rank 2 K , then there exists a recognizer matchgate with 2 K(n−1) × 2 K standard signature R such that G · R = I 2 K , where I 2 K denotes the 2 K × 2 K identity matrix.
Our general collapse theorem then follows from our generalizations of 1) and 2). This result gives a way forward for the development of the structural theory of holographic algorithms on higher domain sizes in the same vein as Cai et al.'s work on domain size 2. In [20] , Valiant gave examples of holographic algorithms on domain size 3, but holographic algorithms on higher domain sizes have yet to be explored. Our result shows that for domain size k, we can focus on understanding changes of basis in M 2 log 2 k ×k (C) rather than over an infinite set of dimensions, just as the collapse theorem of Cai and Lu [8] showed that on the Boolean domain, they could focus on understanding changes of basis in GL2(C).
Organization
In Section 2, we introduce the necessary notation and background, including a brief overview of holographic algorithms. In Section 3, we state the matchgate identities and some of their key consequences. In Section 4, we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. In Section 5, we then prove Theorem 1.4. In Section 6, we generalize the main result of Fu and Yang [11] to bases of rank k and reduce proving a collapse theorem on all domain sizes to proving one on domain sizes equal to powers of two. Finally, in Section 7, we prove the desired collapse theorem, Theorem 1.1, on domain sizes equal to powers of two by invoking the results from Section 4.
PRELIMINARIES

Background
Denote the Hamming weight of string α by wt(α), and define the parity of α to be the parity of wt(α). Given 1 ≤ i ≤ m, define ei ∈ {0, 1} m to be the bitstring with a single nonzero bit in position i. The parameter m is implicit, and when this notation is used, m will be clear from the context. Denote by 1 m the length-m bitstring consisting solely of 1's.
We review some basic definitions and results about holographic algorithms. For a comprehensive introduction to this subject, see [18] . Definition 2.1. A matchgate Γ = (G, X, Y ) is defined by a planar embedding of a planar graph G = (V, E, W ), input nodes X ⊆ V , and output nodes Y ⊆ V , where X ∩ Y = ∅. We refer to X ∪ Y as the external nodes of Γ.
We say that Γ has arity |X|+|Y |. In the planar embedding of G, the input and output nodes are arranged such that if one travels counterclockwise around the outer face of G, one encounters first the input nodes labeled 1,2,...,|X| and then the output nodes |Y |,...,2,1.
If Γ has exclusively output (resp. input) nodes, we say that Γ is a generator (resp. recognizer). Otherwise, we say that Γ is an |X|-input, |Y |-output transducer. Definition 2.3. The standard signature of a matchgate Γ of arity n is a vector of dimension 2 n which will be denoted by Γ, where for αi ∈ {0, 1} , Γ α 1 ···αn denotes the entry of Γ indexed by α1 • · · · • αn. If Z is the subset of the external nodes of Γ for which α1 • · · · • αn is the indicator string, then Γ α 1 ···αn = PerfMatch(Γ\Z).
Here, if A = (Aij) is the adjacency matrix of Γ, PerfMatch is the polynomial in the entries of A defined by
with the sum taken over the set M of all perfect matchings of Γ.
The following lemma follows from the definition of standard signatures.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose R is the standard signature of a recognizer of arity n and T the standard signature of a transducer with s inputs and outputs. Then R = RT ⊗n is the standard signature of a recognizer matchgate of arity ns.
Definition 2.5. A column (resp. row) vector of dimension k n is said to be a generator (resp. recognizer) signature realizable over a basis M if there exists a generator (resp. recognizer) matchgate Γ satisfying M ⊗n G = G (resp. RM ⊗n = R). We say that a collection of recognizer and generator signatures R1, ..., Ra, G1, ..., G b is simultaneously realizable if they are realizable over a common basis M .
In particular, if M is square, the signature of a matchgate with respect to the standard basis is the standard signature.
Definition 2.6. A matchgrid Ω = (G, R, W ) is a weighted planar graph which consists of a set of g generators G = {G1, ..., Gg}, a set of r recognizers R = {R1, ..., Rr}, and a set of w wires W = {W1, ..., Ww}, each of which has weight 1 and connects the output node of a generator to the input node of a recognizer so that every input and output node among the matchgates in G ∪ R lies on exactly one wire.
Definition 2.7. Suppose Ω = (G, R, W ) is a matchgrid with g generators, r recognizers, and w wires, and let M be a basis for Ω. Define the Holant to be the following quantity:
Here, z = y1 • · · · • yg = x1 • · · · • xr such that yi ∈ [k] |Y i | and xj ∈ [k] |X j | for Yi the output nodes of Gi and Xj the input nodes of Rj, and Gi and Rj denote the signatures of their respective matchgates under basis M .
Valiant's Holant theorem states the following. As the Fisher-Kasteleyn-Temperley algorithm [12, 14] can compute the number of perfect matchings of a planar graph in polynomial time, Holant(Ω) can be computed in polynomial time as long as Ω is planar.
Matrix Form of Signatures
It will be convenient to regard signatures not as vectors but as matrices.
Definition 2.9. For generator signature G, the t-th matrix form G(t) (1 ≤ t ≤ n) is a k × k n−1 matrix where the rows are indexed by 1 ≤ jt ≤ k and the columns are indexed by j1 · · · jt−1jt+1 · · · jn in lexicographic order. Definition 2.10. For recognizer signature R, the t-th matrix form R(t) (1 ≤ t ≤ n) is a k n−1 × k matrix where the rows are indexed by j1 · · · jt−1jt+1 · · · jn in lexicographic order and the columns are indexed by 1 ≤ jt ≤ k.
We would also like to regard standard signatures as matrices; if basis M is square, the following definitions are special cases of the above.
Definition 2.11. For standard signature G, the t-th matrix form G(t) (1 ≤ t ≤ n) is a 2 × 2 (n−1) matrix where the rows are indexed by αt and the columns are indexed by α1 · · · αt−1αt+1 · · · αn. Definition 2.12. For standard signature R, the t-th matrix form R(t) (1 ≤ t ≤ n) is a 2 (n−1) × 2 matrix where the rows are indexed by α1 · · · αt−1αt+1 · · · αn and the columns are indexed by αt.
One can check that G(t) and G(t), and R(t) and R(t), are related as follows.
We will denote by G(t) σ the row vector indexed by σ, G(t) ζ the column vector indexed by ζ, and G(t) σ ζ the entry of G in row σ and column ζ. We use analogous notation for matrices R, G, and R. In general, if Γ is any matrix, we will sometimes refer to the entry Γ σ ζ as the "entry (indexed by) (σ, ζ)."
In general, if Γ is a matrix with rows indexed by {0, 1} a and columns indexed by {0, 1} b , and S ⊂ {0, 1} a (resp. S ⊂ {0, 1} b ), we will let Γ S (resp. ΓS) denote the submatrix of Γ consisting of rows (resp. columns) indexed by S. Where Γ is clear from context, we will denote the row span of Γ S (resp. column span of ΓS) by span(S).
Lastly, a column/row is called odd (resp. even) if its index is odd (resp. even).
Degenerate and Full Rank Signatures
Definition 2.15. A signature G (generator or recognizer) is degenerate iff there exist vectors γi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of dimension k for which G = γ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γn.
By Lemma 2.13, if signature G is of full rank, then for the corresponding standard signature G, we conclude that rank(G(t)) = k for some t. Over domain size 2, because of Lemma 2.16, all signatures not of full rank are degenerate, and holographic algorithms exclusively using such signatures are trivial because degenerate generators can by definition be decoupled into arity-1 generators. Over domain size k ≥ 3 however, it is unknown to what extent holographic algorithms exclusively using signatures not of full rank trivialize. In [5] , the collapse theorems over domain sizes 3 and 4 were proved under the assumption that at least one signature is of full rank, so we too make that assumption.
Clusters
One of the key results in our proof of the general collapse theorem is the existence within any matrix-form standard signature of a full-rank square submatrix whose entries have indices satisfying certain properties. In this section we make precise those properties.
We write Z as s + {ep 1 , ..., ep m }. Note that for a fixed cluster, s is only unique up to the bits outside of positions p1, ..., pm. If a cluster Z is a subset of another cluster Z, we say that Z is a subcluster of Z.
Definition 2.19. In Γ, a 2 m × 2 m submatrix Γ is a mcluster submatrix if there exist (m, )-and (m, (n − 1) )clusters Σ and Z such that Γ = (Γ σ ζ ) σ∈Σ ζ∈Z (here we omit the parameters n and in the notation as they will be clear from context).
MATCHGATE IDENTITIES AND CON-SEQUENCES
Parity Condition and Matchgate Identities
The most obvious property that standard signatures satisfy is the parity condition: because a graph with an odd number of vertices has no perfect matchings, the indices of the nonzero entries in G have the same parity. It trivially follows that in G(t), columns G(t) ζ and G(t)η, if both nonzero, are linearly independent if ζ and η are of opposite parities. The same holds for the rows of G(t).
In [6] it is shown algebraically that the parity condition in fact follows from the so-called matchgate identities which we present below, quadratic relations which together form a necessary and sufficient condition for a vector to be the standard signature of some matchgate.
As in Cai and Fu's proof of the collapse theorem for domain size 4, we will make heavy use of the matchgate identities stated below. Wherever we invoke them, they will be for generator matchgates, so we focus on this case. Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 2.1, [6] ). A 2 ×2 (n−1) matrix Γ is the t-th matrix form of the standard signature of some generator matchgate iff for all ζ, η ∈ {0, 1} (n−1) and σ, τ ∈ {0, 1} , the following matchgate identity holds. Let ζ ⊕ η = eq 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ eq d and σ ⊕ τ = ep 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ep d , where q1 < · · · < q d and p1 < · · · < p d . Then
Here the ± signs depend on both j and, if qj is after the t-th block, the parity of d. If d is even,
where ζ,η ∈ {±1} is positive (resp. negative) if the number of qj preceding the t-th block is odd (resp. even).
is trivial by the parity condition.
We will be making extensive use of the matchgate identities in this paper, but we will typically not care about the ζ,η sign on the right-hand side of (2) . For this reason, it will be convenient to make the following definition.
is even, its entries satisfy the corresponding identity (2) up to a factor of ±1 on the right-hand side.
Standard signatures and cluster submatrices are all examples of pseudo-signatures.
Matchgate Identities and Determinants
We now derive from the matchgate identities some basic linear algebraic properties of the columns of pseudosignatures. By Observation 1, these also apply for the rows.
Firstly, we have the following immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. We specifically consider the case where wt(ζ ⊕ η) is even and, by Remark 3.2, wt(σ ⊕ τ ) is even. So write ζ ⊕ η = eq 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ eq 2d and σ ⊕ τ = ep 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ep 2d .
Reverse the roles of ζ and η in (2) . Subtract the resulting equation from (2) to find
, so in particular, the matrix on the left is singular iff the latter is. More generally, only suppose that d = 1. Then (3) becomes
so in particular, the matrix on the left-hand side is singular if all 2d matrices on the right-hand side are singular.
In other words, if = 2 so that Γ only has four rows, columns ζ and η as defined above are linearly dependent if all pairs of neighboring columns are linearly dependent. We shall see in the next section (Corollary 3.5) that this is true even when Γ has an arbitrary number of rows.
Wedge Products of Columns
Motivated by Example 1, we'd like to study the set of
given two column vectors Γ ζ and Γη of the same parity. These are merely the coefficients of the wedge product Γ ζ ∧Γη under the standard basis {vσ ∧ vτ } σ,τ ∈{0,1} 2 , σ<τ (where the relation σ < τ denotes lexicographic ordering) of 2 C 2 , the second exterior power of C 2 . The matchgate identities imply the following consequence about the relationships among the wedge products Γ ζ ∧ Γη as ζ and η vary. 
where for each ν, wt(ζν ⊕ ην ) = 2dν and ζν ⊕ ην = e p ν 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ e p ν 2dν . Proof. For convenience, we will denote ζν ,ην by ν . First, we rewrite the left-hand side of (6) in terms of coordinates as
where σ < τ denotes lexicographical ordering. Note that the determinants that appear in the left-hand side of (7) are zero when σ and τ are of opposite parity. Moreover, depending on the parity of the signature Γ, either all such determinants are also zero for σ and τ even, or they are all zero for σ and τ odd.
Rearranging the order of summations, we can express (7) as
For a fixed pair σ < τ , let wt(σ ⊕ τ ) = 2d and σ ⊕ τ = eq 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ eq 2d . If we apply (3) and rearrange the order of summation once more, the coefficient of vσ ∧ vτ above becomes
But note that if we expand (5) in terms of coordinates, the
is precisely the coefficient of vσ⊕e q j ∧vτ⊕e q j in the expansion of (5) in terms of coordinates and hence zero by assumption, so (8) holds as desired.
, whereĵ denotes omission of index j, and if Γ ζ is also linearly dependent with column Γη, then Γ ζ⊕ep j and Γη⊕e p j are linearly dependent. Lastly, we need the following elementary result in multilinear algebra. 
not in the sense of multisets, that is, we throw out duplicates so that the strings in S are all distinct.
Suppose the columns indexed by S are linearly independent. Then
If wt(η ⊕ ζ0) ≥ 4 and j * ∈ [d0], then (10) holds even if only the columns indexed by S := S\{ζ0 ⊕ e p 0 j * } are linearly independent.
Proof. We first prove the claim without the assumption that wt(η ⊕ ζ0) ≥ 4. Suppose to the contrary that
By Lemma 3.4, this linear relation implies the following linear relation among wedges of columns of the other parity:
We claim this is a nontrivial linear relation contradicting the linear independence of the columns indexed by S. For each of the m + 1 sums indexed by 1 ≤ j ≤ di appearing in (11) 
After this consolidation, note that the wedge products in (11) 
We conclude that (11) , after consolidating sums for which di = 2, consists of a nonzero number of linearly independent wedge products of columns indexed by S, so (11) is indeed a nontrivial linear relation among the wedge products Γs ∧ Γ s for s, s ∈ S. But all columns indexed by S are linearly independent by assumption, so this linear relation contradicts Lemma 3.7 and the linear independence of columns indexed by S.
For the second part of Lemma 3.8, we claim that (11) is still a nontrivial relation. Pick any
We have already taken care of the case where Γ ζ 0 +e p 0 j * ∈ span(S ) above, so suppose instead that
If we consolidate sums for which di = 2 in (11) as above and substitute (13) into the resulting equation, the wedge products that (11) 
RIGIDITY AND CLUSTER EXISTENCE
In this section, we will prove the rigidity theorem and the cluster existence theorem, informally stated as Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Now that we have introduced the appropriate terminology, we first state both precisely. Equivalently, for all κ ≥ 1,
Theorem 4.2 (Cluster Existence -formal). If Γ = G(t) for some matchgate G of arity n , and rank(Γ) ≥ k, then there is a log 2 k -cluster submatrix of full rank.
To prove Theorem 4.2, we claim it is enough to show the following:
Equivalently, for all κ ≥ 1,
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Apply Theorem 4.3 to Γ to obtain ΓZ . By Observation 1, Γ T Z is also a pseudo-signature. Apply Theorem 4.3 to Γ T to get the desired cluster submatrix.
Note that for fixed κ, (15) implies (14) . We will jointly prove Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 by induction on k. Cai and Fu have already shown both for k ≤ 4; we take these results as our base case. We complete the following two inductive steps.
Inductive
Step 1. If implication (15) holds for 1 ≤ κ ≤ K − 1, then implication (14) holds for 1 ≤ κ ≤ K.
Step 2. If implication (14) holds for 1 ≤ κ ≤ K and implication (15) holds for κ ≤ K −1, then implication (15) also holds for κ = K.
Note that once we have proven the rigidity and cluster existence theorems, we additionally obtain the following. Proof. If k is a power of two, the claim is trivial. If not, assume G is a generator (standard signatures of recognizer are also pseudo-signatures, so the argument in that case is analogous). If rank(G(t)) = k and rank(M ) ≥ 2 log 2 k + 1, then by Lemma 2.14, 2 log 2 k + 1 ≤ rank(G(t)) ≤ k. But Theorem 4.1 would then imply rank(G(t)) ≥ 2 log 2 k +1 > k, a contradiction.
Rank Rigidity Theorem
In this subsection, we complete the former inductive step, and in the next, we complete the latter.
Before we prove Inductive Step 1 in its entirety, we take care of the case where m = K + 1. While this might appear to be the simplest case because m is minimal, it will turn out that cases where m is greater will reduce to this case. For this reason, the wedge product machinery introduced in Section 3 is used exclusively in the proof of this case.
Once we take care of this case, we will essentially show that if standard signature Γ is any wider, i.e. if m > K + 1, then if Z is a cluster of size greater than 2 K indexing columns of rank at least 2 K +1, we can always find a proper subcluster also indexing columns of rank at least 2 K + 1, or else the matchgate identities would erroneously imply that certain columns which are known to be linearly independent are linearly dependent.
We begin with the case of m = K + 1.
Proof. Because we assume implication (15) holds for κ = K − 1, Γ contains a (K, m)-cluster of linearly independent columns Z = s ⊕ {e1, ...,êj, ..., eK+1}; denote the even indices of Z by Z0 and the odd ones by Z1. Because rank(Γ) > 2 K , there exists t ∈ Z for which Γt ∈ span(Z). Denote the parity of t by b ∈ {0, 1}, and denote by b the opposite parity.
Select any t = t ⊕ ei * for i * = j and apply Lemma 3.8 to
We will show by induction on D that the columns indexed by Within this inductive step, we will further induct on the elements within SD 0 ,D 1 and SD 1 ,D 0 . Specifically, suppose we have already proven that for some subset S D 0 ,D 1 ⊂ SD 0 ,D 1 , all columns indexed by T 0 D−1 ∪ S D 0 ,D 1 are linearly independent, and that for S D 1 ,D 0 := {u ⊕ ei * : u ∈ S D 0 ,D 1 } ⊂ SD 1 ,D 0 , all columns indexed by T 1 D−1 ∪ S D 1 ,D 0 are linearly independent. Select any u ∈ S D 0 ,D 1 and apply Lemma 3.8 to ζ0 = u, η = t ⊕ ej, T = T 0 D−1 ∪ S D 0 ,D 1 to see that Γu ∈ span(T 0 D−1 ∪ S D 0 ,D 1 ). Note that when wt(ζ0 ⊕ η) ≥ 4, we do not yet know that Γ ζ 0 ⊕e i * = Γu⊕e i * lies outside span(T 1 D−1 ∪ S D 1 ,D 0 ), that is, we do not know whether all the columns indexed by the set S defined in Lemma 3.8 are linearly independent, but the second part of Lemma 3.8 says that we may still conclude that Γu ∈ span(T 0 D−1 ∪ S D 0 ,D 1 ) because the columns indexed by S\{u ⊕ ei * } are linearly independent.
Lastly, apply Lemma 3.
. Note that here we only need to invoke the first part of Lemma 3.8 we already know that Γ ζ 0 ⊕e * = Γu lies outside span(T 0 D−1 ∪ S D 0 ,D 1 ).
We are now ready to complete Inductive Step 1.
Proof of Inductive
Step 1. As we remarked earlier, implication (15) for a fixed value of κ implies implication (14) for that value of κ, so we just need to show that implication (14) also holds for κ = K.
Suppose to the contrary that there exists pseudo-signature Γ of rank k such that 2 K + 1 ≤ k < 2 K+1 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that for all clusters Z {0, 1} m , rank(ΓZ ) ≤ 2 K ; otherwise, replace Γ by ΓZ for some small enough cluster Z such that rank(ΓZ ) ≥ 2 K + 1 and rank(Γ Z ) ≤ 2 K for all subclusters Z Z. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.5, we may assume m > K + 1.
Lemma 4.6. If Z = s + {ep 1 , ..., ep K } is a (K, m)-cluster of linearly independent columns in Γ, then any column Γt for which ti = si for some i = p1, ..., pK lies in the span of the columns indexed by Z.
Proof. If to the contrary there existed such a Γt not lying in the span of Z so that ti = si for some i = p1, ..., pK , then if Z is the (m − 1, m)-cluster of column indices ζ for which ζi = si, Γ Z contains t and all of Z and thus has rank at least 2 K + 1, contradicting our assumption on the ranks of the proper subclusters of Γ.
By the inductive hypothesis, Γ contains a (K, m)-cluster Z of linearly independent columns s + {ep 1 , ..., ep K }. As s is only uniquely defined modulo the bits in positions p1, ..., pK , we will leave those bits of s unspecified for now.
Because k > 2 K , there exists t ∈ Z for which all columns indexed by Z ∪ {t} are linearly independent. Moreover, by Lemma 4.6, tj = sj for all j ∈ {p1, ..., pK }. Let Z denote the cluster t + {ep 1 , ..., ep K }. Set si = ti for i ∈ {p2, ..., pK }; we will set sp 1 to be 0 or 1 depending on the parity of the number m − K of bits outside of positions p1, ..., pK . Case 1. m − K is even.
Set sp 1 = tp 1 so that s and t have the same parity. Proof. For each i ∈ {p1, ..., pK } and j ∈ {p1, ..., pK }, let Ti denote the cluster of all column indices u for which ui = si, and let T j i denote the cluster of all column indices u for which ui = si and uj = sj. Let Zi = Z ∩ Ti; obviously Zi ⊂ T j i ⊂ Ti. Because T j i is a cluster properly contained in {0, 1} m , we inductively know that rank(Γ T j i ) ≤ 2 K . And because Zi ⊂
We will show that the latter is impossible. Suppose to the contrary that rank(Γ T j i ) = 2 K .
Then because T j i ⊂ Ti and rank(ΓT i ) = 2 K = rank(Γ T j i ), it follows that span(Ti) = span(T j i ). For any u ∈ T j i , Γu ∈ span(Z) by Lemma 4.6, so span(Z) ⊃ span(T j i ) = span(Ti). But Ti contains t, and by definition Γt ∈ span(Z), a contradiction.
We conclude that rank(Γ T j i ) = 2 K−1 . Then because Zi ⊂ T j i and rank(ΓZ i ) = 2 K−1 = rank(Γ T j i ), it follows that span(Zi) = span(T j i ).
In particular, all columns indexed by K k=1 T j p k lie in K k=1 span(Zp k ) = span({s}).
Our choice of j was arbitrary, so we get the desired claim.
From the above claim and the fact that we're assuming m > K + 1, we conclude that Γs⊕e j for any j ∈ {p1, ..., pK } lies in the span of Γs. But s and s ⊕ ej are of opposite parity, so by the parity condition, Γs⊕e j = 0 for all such j. Applying Corollary 3.5 to s and t, it follows that Γs and Γt are linearly dependent, a contradiction.
Set sp 1 = tp 1 so that s and t have the same parity. Proof. The proof is the same as that of Claim 4.7, the only subtlety being that s and t now only necessarily agree on bits p2, ..., pK . By the argument there, all columns indexed by T j i lie in span(Zi) for i = p2, ..., pK . In particular, for all j ∈ {p1, ..., pK }, all columns indexed by K k=2 S j p k lie in K k=2 span(Zp k ) = span({s, s ⊕ ep 1 }). So given u ∈ Z , write Γu = αΓs + βΓs⊕e p 1 . If u and s have the same parity, β = 0 by the parity condition, so Γu ∈ span({s}). If u and s have the opposite parity, α = 0 by the parity condition, so Γu ∈ span({s ⊕ ep 1 }).
Pick any j ∈ {p1, ..., pK } and define s * = s ⊕ ej and t * = t⊕ej. s * and t * both satisfy the hypotheses of Claim 4.8 and have parity opposite to that of s, so by the latter case of Claim 4.8, they are both linearly dependent with Γs⊕e p 1 . But Γs⊕e p 1 = 0 because s⊕ep 1 ∈ Z and the columns indexed by Z are linearly independent, so Γs * and Γt * are linearly dependent with each other.
To show Γs and Γt are linearly dependent, we wish to apply Corollary 3.6 to s * , t * , noting that s * ⊕ t * = ej ⊕ j ∈{j,p 2 ,...,p k } ej. For any j ∈ {j, p2, ..., pK }, note that s * ⊕ e j and t * ⊕ e j both satisfy the hypotheses of Claim 4.8 and have the same parity as s, so by the former case of Claim 4.8, they are both linearly dependent with Γs. But Γs = 0 because s ∈ Z and the columns indexed by Z are linearly independent, so Γs * ⊕e j and Γt * ⊕e j are linearly dependent with each other.
Applying Corollary 3.6 to s * and t * , it follows that Γs and Γt are linearly dependent, a contradiction.
Existence of Cluster Submatrix
Proof of Inductive Step 2. As in inductive step 1, we may assume without loss of generality that for all clusters Z {0, 1} m , rank(ΓZ ) ≤ 2 K . If m = K + 1, then by the inductive hypothesis that (14) holds for κ = K, we're done. So suppose m > K + 1.
By the second part of the inductive hypothesis, implication (15) holds for 1 ≤ κ ≤ K − 1, so Γ contains a (K, m)cluster Z of linearly independent columns s + {ep 1 , ..., ep K }.
As in inductive step 1, we can apply Lemma 4.6 to Z to see that all columns outside the span of the columns indexed by Z must be indexed by Z = t + {ep 1 , ..., ep K }, where t = s ⊕ i =p 1 ,...,p K ei . But |Z | = |Z| = 2 K , and rank(Γ) ≥ 2 K+1 by implication (14) for κ = K, so the columns indexed by Z ∪ Z are linearly independent. Because m > K + 1, there exist columns not indexed by either Z or Z , and by Lemma 4.6 applied once to Z and once to Z , these columns are in both span(Z) and span(Z ) and thus must be zero.
If s and t are of the same parity, apply Corollary 3.5 to s and t to find that Γs and Γt are linearly dependent, a contradiction.
If s and t are of opposite parity, apply Corollary 3.6 to s ⊕ ej and t ⊕ ej ⊕ ep 1 for any j ∈ {p1, ..., pK } to find that Γs and Γt⊕e p 1 are linearly dependent, a contradiction.
GROUP PROPERTY OF STANDARD SIG-NATURES
We will now prove the following generalization of the group property result over domain size 4 due to Cai and Fu (Theorem 5.5, [5] ):
Theorem 5.1. If G is a generator matchgate of arity Kn with standard signature G, and rank(G(t)) = 2 K for some t, then there exists a recognizer matchgate of arity Kn such that G(t)R(t) = I 2 K .
Roughly, we invoke Theorem 4.3 to obtain a full-rank Kcluster submatrix G of G(t) with column indices belonging to cluster ζ + {ep 1 , ..., ep K }. Assume without loss of generality that ζp i = 0 for all i ∈ [K]. We will show that the matrix obtained by replacing G in G(t) with (G ) −1 and the remaining entries with zeroes is the standard signature of some arity-Kn recognizer. We first fix some notation. Denote G(t) by Γ. Suppose that nodes p1 < · · · < pm ∈ [Kn] belong to blocks before the t-th, and nodes pm+1 < · · · < pK ∈ [Kn] belong to blocks after the t-th. For expository purposes, we wish to use a particular permutation (q1, ..., qK ) of (p1, ..., pK ), so for i ≤ m, let qi = pm−i+1, and for i > m, let qi = pK+m−i+1 (see Figure 1 ). If the column indices of Γ are of the form i1 · · · i K(n−1) , those of G are of the form ip 1 · · · ip K .
In [13] , Li and Xia gave a constructive proof that in the character theory of matchgates, the 2 K × 2 K character matrices of invertible K-input, K-output matchgates form a group under matrix multiplication. One can check that their construction carries over to show that the 2 K × 2 K standard signatures of such matchgates likewise form a group, but unfortunately this is not enough to prove Theorem 5.1, as G alone is merely a pseudo-signature and may not be realizable as the standard signature of a K-input, K-output matchgate. That said, Theorem 5.1 can still be proved with minor modifications to Li and Xia's approach.
We begin with a toy example motivating the notation in the previous paragraphs. Suppose that for each i ∈ [K], there exists an edge of weight 1 such that the i-th external node in block t and external node qi are both incident only to this edge. Note that in this case, G is a symmetric permutation matrix and thus equal to its own inverse.
We can easily construct a recognizer R out of G for which G(t)R(t) = I 2 K as follows. Remove all non-external nodes of G, as well as all edges incident to nodes outside of block t and nodes q1, ..., qK . For external node i outside of block t such that i ∈ {q1, ..., qK }, if ζi = 0, attach a distinct edge of weight 1 to node i and designate the other endpoint of the edge as the ith external node of R; if ζi = 1, attach a distinct path graph of length 2 consisting of two edges of weight 1, and denote the other endpoint of the path as the ith external node of R. By construction, in the 2 K(n−1) × 2 K matrix R(t), the submatrix indexed by rows q1, ..., qK is equal to G , and all other entries are zero. Because G = (G ) −1 , G(t)R(t) = I 2 K as desired.
See Figure 1 for an example of this construction. Here, = 5, K = 5, m = 3. Black nodes in G denote nodes 1, ..., K in block t and nodes q1, ..., qK . External nodes of G and R are shown in black/gray.
, if i ≤ m (resp. i > m), G is reduced at i if there exists an edge of weight 1 in G connecting the i-th external node in block t and external node qi such that these two nodes are both incident only to that edge.
To prove Theorem 5.1, it is enough to reduce to the special case of the toy example above where Γ is realizable by a generator G reduced at all i ∈ [K]. The rest of this section will be dedicated to proving the following:
Lemma 5.3. If Γ is the standard signature of a generator of arity Kn reduced at 1, ..., i, there exist nonsingular Kinput, K-output transducers L1, ..., Lr and K(n − 1)-input, K(n − 1)-output transducers R1, ..., Rs such that Lr · · · L1 · Γ · R1 · · · Rs is the standard signature of a generator reduced at 1, ..., i + 1.
We first give a sufficient characterization of standard signatures of matchgates reduced at 1, ..., i in terms of the entries of their standard signatures.
The following terminology is borrowed from [13] .
Definition 5.4. Let M be any 2 r ×2 c matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by σ ∈ {0, 1} r and τ ∈ {0, 1} c respectively. Γ σ τ is an edge entry of M iff r + c − 2 ≤ wt(σ) + wt(τ ) < r + c.
Lemma 5.5. Γ is the standard signature of a generator G that is reduced at i if Γ satisfies the following:
To show this, it suffices to prove the following useful consequence of the matchgate identities, first observed in [4] and translated below to our setting of standard signatures in matrix form.
Lemma 5.6 (Theorem 4.2, [4] ). If (G ) 1 K 1 K = 0, the entries of G are uniquely determined by (G ) 1 K 1 K and the edge entries of G .
Proof. Assume that these entries uniquely determine all entries Γ σ τ for which wt(σ) + wt(τ ) ≥ m for some m ≤ n − 2. We proceed by downward induction on m (by the parity condition, if m is even, the case of m + 1 follows immediately from that of m). Then for σ, τ ∈ {0, 1} K such that wt(σ) + wt(τ ) = m − 2, apply (2) from Theorem 3.1 to σ := σ, ζ := τ , τ := 1 K , and η := 1 K . One can check that the resulting identity consists of (G ) σ τ · (G ) 1 K 1 K and terms which have already been uniquely determined by the inductive hypothesis, so because (G ) 1 K 1 K = 0, we conclude that (G ) σ τ is also uniquely determined.
Observation 2. If Γ is the standard signature of a generator reduced at i, (G ) σ⊕e i τ ⊕eq i = (G ) σ τ , and if σi = τq i , (G ) σ τ = 0. Proof. By hypothesis, external node i of block t and external node qi are only connected to each other. If σi = τq i , (G ) σ τ counts the number of perfect matchings of Γ where, among other conditions, exactly one of these two nodes is removed, and no such matching exists. On the other hand, if σi = τq i , then (G ) σ τ and (G ) σ⊕e i τ ⊕eq i count the number of perfect matchings in which, among other conditions, both of these two nodes are removed, or neither is. The number of perfect matchings in either scenario is the same.
Let G i be the 2 K−i × 2 K−i submatrix of G consisting of entries (G ) σ τ for which σj = 0 for j = 1, ..., i and τj = 0 for j = q1, ..., qi. If the row and column indices of G are of the form i1 · · · iK and ip 1 · · · ip K respectively, the row and column indices of G i are of the form ii+1 · · · iK and ip i+1 · · · ip K respectively. When referring to the row (resp. column) of G containing a row ii+1 · · · iK (resp. column ip i+1 · · · ip K ) of G i , we use the notation 0 i • ii+1 · · · iK (resp. 0 i • ip i+1 · · · ip K ) to denote its index in G . For example, column 0 i • 1 K−i of G is the column of G indexed by σ ∈ {0, 1} K for which σq 1 = · · · = σq i = 0 and σq i+1 = · · · = σq K = 1, and this contains column 1 K−i of G i . Corollary 5.7. If Γ is the standard signature of a generator that is reduced at 1, ..., i, then Γ is the standard signature of a generator reduced at 1, ..., i + 1 if Γ satisfies the following:
Proof. Apply Observation 2 to each of 1, ..., i, and invoke Lemma 5.5.
Proof of Lemma 5.3 (Sketch). Our strategy and constructions are very similar to those in [13] . We want to execute the transformation Γ = Γ (0) ⇒ Γ (1) 
in G i to 1.
2. (Γ (1) ⇒ Γ (2) ): Turn edge entries of G i in row or column 1 K−i to 0. (4) ): Turn all other edge entries in G i in row 1 K−i ⊕ ei+1 or column 1 K−i ⊕ eq i+1 to zero.
(Γ
We need not care what these transformations do to entries outside of G , but we must ensure they preserve the fact that Γ is the standard signature of a generator reduced at 1, ..., i. To do this, for each matrix M by which we left-or rightmultiply Γ, if σ does not index a row (resp. column) of G i , the only nonzero entry of M in row (resp. column) σ will be 1 in column (resp. row) σ.
In each step j, we will for convenience refer to Γ (j−1) as Γ. Step 1. (Γ (0) ⇒ Γ (1) ): Turn the entry in G i with index (1 K−i , 1 K−i ) to 1.
We first show how to move a nonzero entry c :
For each j for which i < j ≤ K, we would like a 2 K × 2 K standard signature Cj such that left-multiplication of Γ by Cj interchanges row σ in G with σ ⊕ ej for all σ ∈ {0, 1} K , and a 2 K(n−1) × 2 K(n−1) standard signature Dj such that right-multiplication of Γ by Dj interchanges column τ in G with τ ⊕ eq j . We could then define L1 = j:σ * j =0 Cj and R1 = j:τ * j =0 Dj, and L1·ΓR1 would have nonzero entry c at index (1 K−i , 1 K−i ) of G i and still be the standard signature of a matchgate reduced at 1, ..., i.
Cj (resp. Dj) is the permutation matrix whose only nonzero entry in row σ ∈ {0, 1} K (resp. σ ∈ {0, 1} K(n−1) ) is 1 in column σ ⊕ej (resp. column σ ⊕eq j ) if G i contains entries from Γ σ (resp. Γσ), and 1 in column σ otherwise. Cj and Dj are certainly nonsingular.
To construct the K-input, K-output transducer realizing Cj as a standard signature, begin with a (K, K)-bipartite graph where for every ν = j, left node ν and right node ν are connected by an edge of weight 1. Add an extra vertex between left node j and right node j, and draw a path of length two connecting these three vertices, where both edges of the path have weight 1. This construction is shown in Figure 2a .
The K(n − 1)-input, K(n − 1)-output transducer realizing Dj as a standard signature is similarly constructed, the only difference being that the bipartite graph has left and right vertex sets of size K(n − 1), and the path of length two is drawn between left node qj and right node qj.
Next, we want to scale all of the entries of L1ΓR1 by a factor of 1/c, so define L2(c) to be the diagonal matrix whose entry at index 1 K−i is 1/c and whose entries at all other indices are 1. Obviously L2(c) is nonsingular and satisfies the matchgate identities (2) . We take Γ (1) 
For brevity, we omit the remaining steps (see the full version of this paper for the remaining steps); the matchgates used in all four steps are shown in Figure 5 . The only subtlety in the remaining steps is that the corresponding matchgates are not planar. But by Lemmas A.1, A.2, and A.3 in Appendix A, there exist planar matchgates whose standard signatures agree with those of the matchgates in Figure 5 up to a factor of -1 in certain inconsequential entries.
REDUCING TO DOMAIN SIZE 2 K
In this section we use Theorem 4.1 to reduce proving a basis collapse theorem over all domain sizes to proving one over domain sizes 2 K . The result we will prove is the following generalization of the main result in [11] whose strategy we follow. Theorem 6.1. Suppose Theorem 1.1 has been proven for domain size r. If recognizer signatures R1, ..., Ra and generator signatures G1, ..., G b on domain size k > r belonging to matchgrid Ω are simultaneously realizable on a 2 × k basis M of rank r and R1 is of full rank, then there exists a basis M of size at most log 2 r on which they are simultaneously realizable.
We'll need some preliminaries before we can prove this. Express M as α1 α2 · · · α k where each αi is a 2dimensional column vector. Let i1, ..., ir ∈ [k] be column indices of M for which M i 1 ···ir := αi 1 αi 2 · · · αi r is of full rank. Define sub-signature R i 1 ···ir to consist of entries (Rj 1 ···jn ) of R ranging over all j1, ..., jn ∈ {i1, ..., ir} ⊂ [k]. We can define the sub-signature G i 1 ···ir of a generator analogously. Equivalently,
Lemma 6.2. For a recognizer R realizable on the basis M , if there exists t for which rank(R(t)) ≥ r, then rank(R i 1 ···ir (t)) = r.
Proof. By Lemma 2.14, R(t) = (M T ) ⊗(n−1) R(t)M , so rank(R(t)) ≥ r. By (16) and Lemma 2.13, R i 1 ···ir (t) = ((M i 1 ···ir ) T ) ⊗(n−1) R(t)M i 1 ···ir , so rank(R i 1 ···ir (t)) = r.
For such a recognizer R, define for each w ∈ [k] a nk n−1dimensional column vector bw by bw = Rw1···11 · · · R wk···kk · · · · · · R11···1w · · · R kk···kw T (17) and define Ai 1 ···ir to be the nk (n−1) × r matrix whose jth column is bi j .
Proof. Suppose R1, ..., Ra are simultaneously realizable are some basis M . Conditions 1 and 2 follow from Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 respectively. Take M (r) to be M i 1 ···ir , and condition 3 follows from the definition of sub-signature. By Observation 4, Xi 1 ···ir satisfies M (r) Xi 1 ···ir = M , so Rj = R j M ⊗n = R j M ⊗n (r) X ⊗n i 1 ···ir = R i 1 ···ir j X ⊗n i 1 ···ir , and condition 4 follows.
Conversely, suppose conditions 1-4 hold. Condition 3 tells us that there is some M (r) for which R i 1 ···ir 
Proof. We first constructŘ1, ...,Řa,Ǧ1, ...,Ǧ b . Xi 1 ,...,ir obtained from R1 via Lemma 6.3 has rank r, so let X i 1 ···ir be the k × k invertible matrix for which Xi 1 ···ir X i 1 ···ir = Ir | 0 r×(k−r) , where Ir is the r × r identity matrix and 0 r×(k−r) denotes the r × (k − r) matrix consisting solely of zeroes. For each j ∈ [a], let R j = Rj(X i 1 ,...,ir ), and letŘj be the sub-signature (R j ) 1···r . Likewise, for each j ∈ [b], let G j be defined by Gj = (X i 1 ···ir ) ⊗n G j , and letǦj be the sub-signature (G j ) 1···r . Proof. We need to check thať
Indeed,
proving (19) . Similarly,
proving (20) .
We conclude thatŘ1, ...,Řa,Ǧ1, ...,Ǧ b are simultaneously realizable on the basis M (r) := M i 1 ···ir .
To check that the Holants agree, note that if R 1 , ..., R a , G 1 , ..., G b lie in a corresponding matchgrid Ω , Holant(Ω) = Holant(Ω ) because we're just applying a basis change from M to M X i 1 ···ir . And Holant(Ω ) = Holant(Ω ) because the operation of taking sub-signatures does not lose any information in this case, i.e. (R j )σ = 0 for all σ ∈ [k] n \[r] n .
For the next two results, suppose recognizer signatures R1, ..., Ra and generator signatures G1, ..., G b in matchgrid Ω are simultaneously realizable on a basis of rank r and there exists t for which rank(R1(t)) ≥ r. Theorem 6.7. If the recognizer signaturesŘ1, ...,Řa and generator signaturesǦ1, ...,Ǧ b constructed in Theorem 6.5 are also simultaneously realizable on a 2 × r basis M (r) of rank r, then recognizer signatures R1, ..., Ra and generator signatures G1, ..., Gr are simultaneously realizable on the 2 × k basis M (r) Xi 1 ···ir , where Xi 1 ···ir is obtained from R1 by Lemma 6.3.
Proof.
where the first equality holds by condition 4 of Lemma 6.4, the second by Claim 6.6, the third by definition of M (r) . Likewise, becausě
we have that G j = (M (r) Xi 1 ···ir ) ⊗n X ⊗n i 1 ···ir G j = (M (r) Xi 1 ···ir ) ⊗n Gj, so we conclude that R1, ..., Ra, G1, ..., G b are indeed simultaneously realizable on M (r) Xi 1 ···ir .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Theorem 6.5, we know thať R1, ...,Řa andǦ1, ...,Ǧ b on domain size r are simultaneously realizable on a 2 × r basis.
By definition,Ř1 = R i 1 ···ir 1 , and because R1 was assumed to be full-rank, Lemma 6.2 tells us thatŘ1 is full-rank. Then by the hypothesis that Theorem 1.1 has already been proven for domain size r, there exists a 2 log 2 r × r basis M (r) on whichŘ1, ...,Řa andǦ1, ...,Ǧ b are simultaneously realizable. By Theorem 6.7, R1, ..., Ra and G1, ..., G b are simultaneously realizable on 2 log 2 r × k basis M := M (r) Xi 1 ···ir . By Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 6.1, it remains to prove collapse theorems for holographic algorithms on domain sizes k = 2 K and over bases of full rank, after which we get the following corollary. Corollary 6.8. Any holographic algorithm on a basis of size and domain size k not a power of 2 which uses at least one generator signature of full rank can be simulated on a basis of size at most 2 log 2 k .
COLLAPSE THEOREM FOR DOMAIN SIZE 2 K
The following is a direct generalization of the argument from Section 5.3 of [5] , but we include it for completeness. We will take G to be a generator signature of full rank on domain size k = 2 K , basis M to be a 2 × 2 K matrix of rank 2 K , and G = M ⊗n G to be the corresponding standard signature of arity n . By Theorem 4.2 applied to the transpose of G(t), there exists a cluster Z = s + {ep 1 , ..., ep K } of rows of full rank in G(t). Denote by M Z the submatrix of M consisting of rows with indices in Z.
Proof. The (k, n ) cluster submatrix of G(t) of full rank whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 4.2 is a submatrix of M Z G(t)(M T ) ⊗(n−1) , so M Z has rank at least 2 K . But M Z is a 2 K × 2 K matrix, so M Z is invertible.
Following the notation of [5] , now denote the column vector (M Z ) ⊗n G of dimension 2 Kn by G * ←Z , and denote the column vector (M Z ) ⊗(t−1) ⊗ M ⊗ (M Z ) ⊗(n−t) · G of dimension 2 Kn+ −K by G t c ←Z . Because M Z and G(t) both have rank 2 K , G * ←Z and G t c ←Z also have rank 2 K . We check that these can be realized as standard signatures.
Lemma 7.2. G * ←Z is the standard signature of a generator matchgate of arity Kn.
Proof. Take the matchgate G, and in each block, attach an edge of weight 1 to external node i (1 ≤ i ≤ ) if si = 1.
In the matchgate G we get from these operations, designate external nodes p1, ..., pK in each block as the new external nodes of G . The resulting matchgate realizes G * ←Z . Lemma 7.3. G t c ←Z is the standard signature of a generator matchgate of arity Kn − K + .
Proof. The proof of Lemma 7.3 is almost identical to that of Lemma 7.2, except block t is treated differently. Take the matchgate G, and in each block except the t-th one, attach an edge of weight 1 to external node i (1 ≤ i ≤ ) if si = 1. In the matchgate G we get from these operations, take the external nodes to be all external nodes in block t, as well as nodes p1, ..., pK in every other block. The resulting matchgate realizes G t c ←Z .
Here is the key step of the collapse theorem, making use of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 7.4. T is the standard signature of a K-input,output transducer.
Proof. We first express T in terms of G * ←Z and G t c ←Z . If the entries of G t c ←Z are indexed by (i1,1 · · · i1,K ) · · · (it−1,1 · · · it−1,K )(i 1 · · · i ) (it+1,1 · · · i t+1, ) · · · (in,1 · · · in,K ), (21) denote by G t c ←Z (t) the matrix form of G t c ←Z in which the rows are indexed by i 1 · · · i and the columns are indexed by (i1,1 · · · i1,K ) · · · (it−1,1 · · · it−1,K ) (it+1,1 · · · i t+1, ) · · · (in,1 · · · in,K ). (22) Observe that
Putting both sides of (23) in matrix form, we conclude that 
Applying Theorem 5.1 to the arity-Kn standard signature G * ←Z , we have a recognizer whose standard signature R satisfies G * ←Z (t)R(t) = I 2 K . Right-multiplying both sides of (24) by R(t), we find that Say that the generator realizing G t c ←Z as a standard signature has external nodes Xi,1, Xi,2, ..., Xi,K in block i for each i = t, and external nodes Yt,1 ,..., Y t, in block t. Say that the generator realizing R as a standard signature has external nodes Zi,1, ..., Zi,K in each block i.
Construct the transducer Γ realizing T as a standard signature by connecting Xi,j with Zi,j for all i = t, j ∈ [K]. Designate Yt,1, ..., Y t, to be the output nodes of Γ and Zt,1, ..., Zt,K to be the input nodes of Γ. From Theorem 7.4 we obtain the collapse theorem for domain size 2 K . Theorem 7.5. Any holographic algorithm on a basis of size and domain size 2 K which uses at least one generator signature of full rank can be simulated on a basis of size K.
Proof. Suppose the holographic algorithm in question uses signatures Ri, Gj (1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ g) defined by R i M ⊗m i = Ri and G j = M ⊗n j Gj over basis M . Say that G1 has full rank, and let Z = s + {ep 1 , ..., ep K } denote the full-rank (K, )-cluster of rows in G1 which must exist by Theorem 4.3. By Lemma 7.4, T := M (M Z ) −1 is the standard signature of some transducer matchgate Γ. Let R i = R i T ⊗m i and G j = G * ←Z j ; by Lemma 2.4, R i is the standard signature of some recognizer, and by Lemma 7.3, G j is the standard signature of some generator. We conclude that the Ri, Gj can be simultaneously realized on the basis M Z of size K.
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APPENDIX
A. PLANARIZING MATCHGATES
In the proof of Lemma 5.3, we made several initial constructions of transducers to achieve certain row and column operations but noted that those constructions, shown in Figures 2b, 2c, 2d , needed to be modified because they were not planar. Following the technique of Cai and Gorenstein [6] , we planarize those matchgates by replacing every edge crossing with the crossover gadget X shown in Figure 3 .
Because the standard signature X of the crossover gadget is given by X 0000 = 1, X 0101 = 1, X 1010 = 1, X 1111 = −1, and X σ = 0 for all other σ ∈ {0, 1} 4 so that the standard signature remains invariant under any cyclic permutation of the external nodes, the orientation of the copy of X placed over an edge crossing does not matter.
We first make precise our operation of planarizing matchgates, following the terminology of [6] . If an edge {u, v} of weight w crosses t other edges, replace each of the t crossings by a crossover gadget and replace the edge by t + 1 edges connecting adjacent crossover gadgets. Of these t + 1 edges, assign t of them to have weight 1 and the remaining one to have weight w. Call the union of the t + 1 edges the u-v-passage. Given a non-planar matchgate Γ, denote the matchgate obtained from planarizing Γ by Γ .
Observation 5. Let M be a perfect matching of Γ whose contribution c to PerfMatch(Γ ) is nonzero, and let M ⊂ M denote the edges not belonging to crossover gadgets. Then M is the union of u-v-passages corresponds to a perfect matching of Γ whose contribution to PerfMatch(Γ) is ±c.
Proof. If an edge incident to one of the external nodes, say node 1, of a crossover gadget is present in M , then the edge incident to node 3 of the crossover gadget must be present in M as well, as X σ = 0 if σ1 = σ3. We conclude that M is a union of u-v-passages. The corresponding perfect matching of Γ has contribution ±c because each of the nonzero entries of X is ±1.
We need to check that Γ and Γ are equal except for a select number of entries differing by a factor of −1.
Lemma A.1. Let Γ be the K-input, K-output transducer shown in Figure 2b with signature L j,k 3 . There exists a planar matchgate whose standard signature agrees with Γ on the main diagonal entries and entry (1 K ⊕ ej ⊕ e k , 1 K ), and agrees with Γ everywhere else up to sign.
Proof. Take the desired matchgate to be Γ . Note that every subgraph of Γ has at most one perfect matching. In other words, each entry of Γ arises from at most a single perfect matching. Therefore, by Observation 5, Γ and Γ agree everywhere up to sign. Now consider any main diagonal entry Γ σ σ = PerfMatch(Γ \Z). If M is a perfect matching of Γ \Z making a nonzero contribution to PerfMatch(Γ \Z), it corresponds to a perfect matching of Γ\Z making a nonzero contribution to PerfMatch(Γ\Z). But the only such perfect matching does not contain the edge between left node j to and left node k. Thus, the contribution of this matching and that of M are both equal to 1.
If Γ and Γ disagree on entry (1 K ⊕ ej ⊕ e k , 1 K ), modify Γ by multiplying the weight of the edge connecting left nodes j and k by −1, and take the desired matchgate to be the corresponding Γ .
The following can be proved analogously.
Lemma A.2. Let Γ be the transducer in Figure 2c with signature L4. There is a planar matchgate whose standard signature agrees with Γ everywhere up to sign.
Lemma A.3. Let Γ be the transducer in Figure 2d with signature L j 5 . There is a planar matchgate whose standard signature agrees with Γ on the main diagonal entries and entry (1 K ⊕ ej, 1 K ⊕ eq i+1 ), and everywhere else up to sign.
